The geometric entanglement per lattice site, as a holistic measure of the multipartite entanglement, serves as a universal marker to detect quantum phase transitions in quantum many-body systems. However, it is very difficult to compute the geometric entanglement due to the fact that it involves a complicated optimization over all the possible separable states. In this paper, we propose a systematic method to efficiently compute the geometric entanglement per lattice site for quantum many-body lattice systems in two spatial dimensions in the context of a newly-developed tensor network algorithm based on an infinite projected entangled pair state representation. It is tested for quantum Ising model in a transverse magnetic field and anisotropic spin 1/2 anti-ferromagnetic XYX model in an external magnetic field on an infinite-size square lattice. In addition, the geometric entanglement per lattice site is able to detect the so-called factorizing field. [5, 6] . In addition, an intriguing connection to both the Renormalization Group and Conformal Field Theory has been unveiled for quantum many-body lattice systems in one spatial dimension [7] [8] [9] . Furthermore, recent numerical simulations [8] established a universal finite-size correction to the geometric entanglement for the critical XXZ and transverse quantum Ising chains, which in turn is related with the celebrated Affleck-Ludwig g factors [9, 10] . Therefore, the geometrical entanglement offers a powerful tool to investigate quantum criticality in quantum many-body lattice systems. However, almost all studies have been restricted to quantum many-body lattice systems in one spatial dimension, with an exception [11] , in which the geometrical entanglement is exploited to study QPTs for quantum many-body lattice systems in two spatial dimensions. This is mainly due to the fact that it is very difficult to compute the geometrical entanglement, because it involves a complicated optimization over all the possible separable states.
Introduction. The geometrical entanglement is a measure of the multipartite entanglement present in a quantum state wave function. It quantifies the distance between a given quantum state wave function and the closest separable state [1, 2] . Remarkably, it serves as an alternative marker [2] [3] [4] to locate critical points for quantum many-body lattice systems undergoing quantum phase transitions (QPTs) [5, 6] . In addition, an intriguing connection to both the Renormalization Group and Conformal Field Theory has been unveiled for quantum many-body lattice systems in one spatial dimension [7] [8] [9] . Furthermore, recent numerical simulations [8] established a universal finite-size correction to the geometric entanglement for the critical XXZ and transverse quantum Ising chains, which in turn is related with the celebrated Affleck-Ludwig g factors [9, 10] . Therefore, the geometrical entanglement offers a powerful tool to investigate quantum criticality in quantum many-body lattice systems. However, almost all studies have been restricted to quantum many-body lattice systems in one spatial dimension, with an exception [11] , in which the geometrical entanglement is exploited to study QPTs for quantum many-body lattice systems in two spatial dimensions. This is mainly due to the fact that it is very difficult to compute the geometrical entanglement, because it involves a complicated optimization over all the possible separable states.
On the other hand, significant progress has been made to develop efficient numerical algorithms to simulate quantum many-body lattice systems in the context of the tensor network representations [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . The algorithms have been successfully exploited to compute the ground-state fidelity per lattice site [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , a universal marker to detect QPTs, for quantum many-body lattice systems. Indeed, the ground-state fidelity per lattice site is closely related to the geometrical entanglement. Therefore, it is natural to expect that there should be an efficient way to compute the geometrical entanglement in the context of the tensor network algorithms. Actually, this has been achieved for quantum many-body lattice systems with the periodic boundary conditions in one spatial dimension [10] in the context of the matrix product state representation.
In the present work, we propose a systematic method to efficiently compute the geometric entanglement per lattice site for quantum many-body lattice systems in two spatial dimensions in the context of a newly-developed tensor network algorithm based on an infinite projected entangled pair state (iPEPS) representation. It is exploited to evaluate the geometric entanglement per lattice site for quantum Ising model in a transverse magnetic field and anisotropic spin 1/2 antiferromagnetic XYX model in an external magnetic field on an infinite-size square lattice, which enables us to identify their critical points. In addition, the geometric entanglement per lattice site is able to detect the so-called factorizing field. Our results are in a quantitative agreement with Quantum Monte Carlo simulations.
The geometric entanglement per lattice site. For a pure quantum state |ψ with N parties, the geometric entanglement, as a global measure of the multipartite entanglement, quantifies the deviation from the closest separable state |φ . Mathematically, the geometric entanglement [8, 9 ] E(|ψ ) for an N-partite quantum state |ψ is expressed as:
where Λ max is the maximum fidelity between |ψ and all the possible separable and normalized state |φ , with
Then, the geometric entanglement per party E N (|ψ ) is defined as:
It corresponds to the maximum fidelity per party λ max N , where
or, equivalently,
For our purpose, we shall consider a quantum many-body system on an infinite-size lattice in two spatial dimensions, which undergoes a QPT at a critical point in the thermodynamic limit. In this situation, each lattice site constitutes a party, thus the geometric entanglement per party becomes the geometric entanglement per lattice site, which is well defined even in the thermodynamic limit (N → ∞), since the contribution to fidelity from each party (site) is multiplicative.
The infinite projected entangled pair state algorithm. Our aim is to compute the geometric entanglement per lattice site for a quantum many-body lattice system on an infinite-size square lattice in the context of the iPEPS algorithm [14] . Suppose we consider a system characterized by a translationinvariant Hamiltonian H with the nearest-neighbor interactions: H = <i j> h <i j> , with h <i j> being the Hamiltonian density. Assume that a quantum wave function |ψ is translationinvariant under two-site shifts, then one only needs two fiveindex tensors A s lrud and B s lrud to express the iPEPS representation. Here, each tensor is labeled by one physical index s and four bond indices l, r, u and d, as shown in Fig.1 (i). Note that the physical index s runs over 1, · · · , , and each bond index takes 1, · · · , D, with being the physical dimension, and D the bond dimension. Therefore, it is convenient to choose a 2 × 2 plaquette as the unit cell (cf. Fig.1 (ii)). The ground-state wave function is well approximated by |ψ τ , which is obtained by performing an imaginary time evolution [14] from an initial state |ψ 0 , with |ψ τ = e −Hτ |ψ 0 /||e −Hτ |ψ 0 || [14] , as long as τ is large enough.
A key ingredient of the iPEPS algorithm is to take advantage of the Trotter-Suzuki decomposition that allows to reduce the (imaginary) time evolution operator e −Hδτ over a time slice δτ into the product of a series of two-site operators, where the imaginary time interval τ is divided into M slices: τ = Mδτ. Therefore, the original global optimization problem becomes a local two-site optimization problem. With an efficient contraction scheme available to compute the effective environment for a pair of the tensors A s lrud and B s lrud [14] , one is able to update the tensors A s lrud and B s lrud . Performing this procedure until the energy per lattice site converges, the groundstate wave function is produced in the iPEPS representation.
Efficient computation of the geometric entanglement in the iPEPS representation. Once the iPEPS representation for the ground-state wave function is generated, we are ready to evaluate the geometric entanglement per lattice site. First, we need to compute the fidelity between the ground-state wave function and a separable state. The latter is represented in terms of one-index tensorsÃ s andB s . To this end, we form a reduced four-index tensor a lrud from the five-index tensor A s lrud and a one-index tensorÃ s , as depicted in Fig. 1 (iii) . As such, the fidelity is represented as a tensor network in terms of the reduced tensors a lrud and b lrud (cf. Fig. 1 (iv) ). The tensor network may be contracted as follows. First, form the onedimensional transfer matrix E 1 , consisting of two consecutive rows of the tensors in the checkerboard tensor network. This is highlighted in Fig. 1 (vi) with two dash lines. Second, compute the dominant eigenvectors of the transfer matrix E 1 , corresponding to the dominant eigenvalue. This can be done, following a procedure described in Ref. [16] . Here, the dominant eigenvectors are represented in the infinite matrix product states. Third, choose the zero-dimensional transfer matrix E 0 , and compute its dominant left and right eigenvectors, V L and V R . This may be achieved by means of the Lanczos method. In addition, one also needs to compute the norms of the ground-state wave function |ψ and a separable state |φ from their iPEPS representations. Putting everything together, we are able to get the fidelity per unit cell between the ground state |ψ and a separable state |φ :
where η φ|ψ , η φ|φ and η φ|φ are, respectively, the dominant eigenvalue of the zero-dimensional transfer matrix E 0 for the iPEPS representation of φ|ψ , ψ|ψ and φ|φ . Then we proceed to compute the geometric entanglement per lattice site, which involves the optimization over all the separable states. For our purpose, we define F = λ 2 . The optimization amounts to computing the logarithmic derivative of F with respect tõ A * , which is expressed as
Therefore, the problem reduces to the computation of G in the context of the tensor network representation. First, note that a pictorial representation of the derivative ∂a lrud /∂Ã s * of the four-index tensor a lrud with respect toÃ s * is shown in Fig. 2 (ii), which is nothing but the five-index tensor A s lrud . Similarly, we may define the derivative of the four-index tensor b lrud with respect toB s * . Then, we are able to represent the contributions to the derivative of η φ|ψ with respect toÃ s * in Fig. 2 (iii) and (iv) . In our scheme, we update the real and imaginary parts ofÃ s separately:
and
Here, δ ∈ [0, 1) is the step size in the parameter space, which is tuned to be decreasing during the optimization process. In addition, we have normalized the real and imaginary parts of the gradient G so that their respective largest entries are unity. The procedure to update the tensorB s is the same. If the fidelity per unit cell converges, then the closest separable state |φ is achieved, thus the geometric entanglement per lattice site for the ground-state wave function |ψ follows.
The models. As a test, we simulate two typical quantum many-body lattice systems on an infinite-size square lattice in two spatial dimensions. The first model is quantum Ising model in a transverse magnetic field. The Hamiltonian takes the form, where S [ j] α (α = x, z) are the spin-1/2 Pauli operators at lattice site j, h is a transverse magnetic field, and < i, j > runs over all the possible pairs of the nearest neighbors on a square lattice. Quantum Monte Carlo simulation predicts a critical point at h QMC ∼ 3.044 [27] .
The second model is quantum anti-ferromagnetic XYX model in an external magnetic field. The Hamiltonian is written as,
z , (9) where S [ j] α (α = x, y, z) are the spin-1/2 Pauli operators at lattice site j, J > 0 is the exchange coupling, < i, j > runs over all the possible pairs of the nearest neighbors on a square lattice, and h is an external magnetic field. Note that ∆ y < 1 and ∆ y > 1 correspond to the easy-plane and easy-axis behaviors, respectively. Here, we focus on ∆ y = 0.25. In this case, the model is known to undergo a continuous QPT in the same universality class as the transverse Ising model [28] .
Simulation results. We plot the geometric entanglement per lattice site for quantum Ising model in a transverse field, with the field strength h as the control parameter, in Fig. 3 . There is a cusp at h c = 3.10 for the truncation dimension D = 2 and h c = 3.08 for the truncation dimension D = 3, respectively, on the curve of the geometric entanglement as a function of the transverse field h. On both sides of the cusp, it is continuous. This implies that a continuous QPT occurs at h c .
In Fig. 4 , the geometric entanglement per lattice site for quantum XYX model in an external magnetic field h, with ∆ y = 0.25, is plotted. Here, the external magnetic field strength h is chosen as the control parameter. A cusp occurs as h varies across a critical point h c : h c = 3.49 for the truncation dimension D = 2 and h c = 3.485 for the truncation dimension D = 3, respectively. On both sides of the cusp, the geometric entanglement per lattice site is continuous, which implies that Notice that, only a small shift is observed for h c , with increasing of the truncation dimension, for both models. This indicates that the iPEPS algorithm captures many-body physics for both models, with a small truncation dimension, as already observed before [14, 23, 26] . Our simulation results are in a quantitative agreement with Quantum Monte Carlo simulation for quantum Ising model in a transverse field [27] and for quantum XYX model in an external magnetic field h, with ∆ y = 0.25 [28] . In addition, our simulation indicates that a factorizing field h f occurs at h f = 0 and h f = 3.162, respectively, for quantum Ising model in a transverse field and for quantum XYX model in an external magnetic field h, with ∆ y = 0.25, thus reproducing the exact results. We stress that a factorizing field h f is identified from E ∞ (h f ) = 0.
Conclusions. In this paper, we have demonstrated how to efficiently compute the geometric entanglement per lattice site, by optimizing over all the possible separable states, in the context of the tensor network algorithm based on the iPEPS representation. The geometric entanglement per lattice site, as a holistic measure of the multipartite entanglement, serves as a universal marker to locate critical points underlying quantum many-body lattice systems. Our method is tested for both quantum Ising model in a transverse magnetic field and an anisotropic spin 1/2 anti-ferromagnetic XYX model in an external magnetic field on an infinite-size square lattice, succeeded in identifying both the critical points and factorizing fields. We expect that, with the developments of powerful tensor network algorithms, the geometric entanglement per lattice site adds a new route to explore quantum criticality for quantum many-body lattice systems in condensed matter physics.
